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What is Agritourism and Farm-based Education
West Virginia agritourism/farm-based education refers to travel or
visit by the general public to a working farm or other commercial
agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural or forestry operation for
the purpose of enjoyment, education and or participation in
agritourism activity(ies). An activity is an agritourism activity
whether or not the participant paid to participate in the activity.

The Times are Changing!
2014 Traveler Happiness Study –
One of the key ingredients in having a happy travel
experience was making a local connection and
creating a connection with people and places,
cultures and histories allows us to open our minds and
increase our chances of experiencing happiness

Studies Support the Need for a Defined Agritourism Product
Attribute

Good or
Excellent

Adventure activities

96%

Hospitality & friendliness of
residents
Nature based activities

95%

Historic/heritage attractions

60%

Cultural attractions

43%

Shopping facilities

34%

95%

Source: Summer 2013 New River Gorge, WV Competitiveness Study
West Virginia University

Why Visit an Agritourism/Farm-Based Education Operation?
• Multiple generations traveling as a family

• Multi-activity but shorter trips by car
• Activities combining educational,
recreational and social experiences

• Growing interest in experiential travel –
connecting to the culture, history, people and
food of a place.

Environmental

Economic

Socio-Cultural

• Growing interest to support local farmers
tied directly back to ‘food system bond’
• Growing interest in rural life and
environmental stewardship

Agritourism Benefits

Why Have an Agritourism/Farm-Based Education Operation?
Supply Motivations
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Diversify the income stream
Improve cash flow
Diversify product lines and markets
Get feedback from customers about
preferences for products and
services
Educating visitors- agriculture and
local foods, and the environment
Help community development
Work at home
Social rewards

Supply Limitations
Environmental

Economic

Socio-Cultural

Agritourism Benefits

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Rural, remote, face depopulation
Inadequate infrastructure
Lack of access to resources
Lack entrepreneurial skills and new skills
set (e.g., hospitality, retail marketing,
customer service)
Increased liability exposure
Tension with neighbors
Tourism and agriculture are fragmented
Lack of shared planning has led to weak
competitive power of WV

Needs Assessment Response for Proposed Agritourism Course

Visit anr.ext.wvu.edu/agritourism
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Needs Assessment Response for Proposed Agritourism Course

Need for New Paradigm – SMEs Micro-Cluster Networks
Porter, 1990 - cluster is a
“geographically close grouping
of mutually interlinked firms
and dependent institutions in
a given discipline, which
compete together, cooperate,
have joint symbols and
complement each other.”

Clusters of SMEs
provide model of
cooperation and
competitiveness -

Porter, 1998 understands clusters
as one of the main
sources of
microeconomic
competitiveness
(productivity and
economies of scale).

Differentiated locality and image - empower
their place-destination through "localness"
and quality and become more visible
Facilitate relations with other entities, better
meeting consumer needs
Stimulate local competitiveness - contribute
positively to innovative processes and
favorably affect productivity
Reap economies of accumulative and scale
effects and diversify geographical risks improve productivity/profitability of SMEs
Solidifies partnerships - culture/attitude of
businesses serving the tourists, state, and
community.

Why a Multi-Destination Visit – Visit to a Cluster of Activities?

Most research suggest that an average of 70% of visitors to any destination engage in a multidestination pattern rather than a single-destination pattern

Overcoming the Generic Challenges of SMEs Micro-Cluster Networks
Geographic limitations
Flow of information
Lack of innovation – homogeneity
Lack of linkages/interconnectedness
of cluster actors
• Success of the cluster initiative is
conditional on:
•
•
•
•

• Quality/success of the individual
SMEs within cluster
• the quality of the engaged
internal/external stakeholders;
• the appropriate choice of the strategic
focus; and

• collaborative activities that the cluster
provides for its stakeholders

WV Tourism Regions

Viewing a region the way
tourists use the region is more
constructive!

Purpose or Benefit Sought
• Multiple Benefits
sought from Single
Destination
• Multiple Destination
Visited

• Single Benefit sought
from Single Destination
• Single Destination
Visited
SPECIALIZATION

Number of
Destinations
Visited

BENEFIT
DIVERSIFICATION

Classification of
Travelers Patterns
DESTINATION
DIVERSIFICATION

MIXED
STRATEGIES

• Single Benefit
sought from Multiple
Destinations

• Multiple Benefits
sought from Multiple
Destinations

• Multiple Destinations
Visited

• Multiple Destinations
Visited

Source: Adapted from Lue, Crompton and Fesenmaier (1993);
Lue, C.C., Crompton, J.L. and Fesenmaier, D.R. (1993) Conceptualization of
Multidestination Pleasure Trips, Annals of Tourism Research, 20(2), pp. 289–301.

Base Camp
Pattern

En route
Pattern

Single
Destination
Pattern

Regional Tour
Pattern

HOME

Trip Chaining
Pattern

The LCF Model of SMEs Micro-Cluster Networks
Source: Adapted from Lue, Crompton and
Fesenmaier (1993)

Model of SMEs Cluster – En Route Pattern

Model of SMEs Cluster – Base Camp Pattern

Visitors Don’t Care
About County Lines!!

Cluster Development – Implication for the Agritourism Supply Chain
 Cumulative Attraction, Gravity Pull and Agglomeration Effects recognizes that much tourism
business is shared = longer visits and greater expenditures
 The experience at your offering will likely affect the traveler’s perception of the region, and
their decision to revisit or even continue with their current trip = Agglomeration Effect
 Clusters offer a critical mass/competitive advantage not offered by individual entities
 Travelers will do more business if attractions are located en route, in proximity, or in a logical
sequence to each other, than if they are widely scattered
 Small attractions - easier to attract visitors en route, than to pull them away from ‘the beaten path’
 Larger attraction - Smaller attractions en route or in proximity to major attractions are not merely
parasitic; they add to the Agglomeration Effect of the central destination
 without them, destinations may be at a competitive disadvantage against other major destinations that
have such satellite attractions.

Cluster Development – Implication for the Agritourism Supply Chain
Most research suggest that an average of 70% of visitors to any destination
engage in a multi-destination pattern rather than a single-destination pattern
 En route, Base camp and Regional Tour = greatest opportunity for regional competitiveness
and viability

Research show that on average, 84% of visitors ventured outside of the
counties in which they were lodging; indicating that visitors travelled
regionally once at the destination
 Viewing a region the way tourists use the region = more accurate picture regarding intraregional collaboration

Unless you understand the ‘big picture’ of travel pattern you are operating
within, individual or cooperative marketing efforts are unlikely to be effective

Cluster Development – Implication for the Agritourism Supply Chain
Understanding the ‘big picture’ or structure of the travel pattern you are
operating within, allows you to customize your collaborative efforts for
maximum effectiveness
 Length of stay, risk avoidance, willingness to engage the destination, first-time vs
repeat visitors, travel party size, distance from home are all significant factors in
determining travel patterns - different for each pattern
 Investigating the nature of linkages between attractions may help establish:
 Which types of activities or resources should be located close to each other in
order to maximize financial return
 What infrastructure, and product or market development options are
necessary to strengthen/create linkages
 The geographical boundaries to determine partners and collaboration
opportunities within existing spatial configurations

Collaborative Marketing Recommendations to Build Destination and Enterprise Viability
Cooperate to create sufficient “pull” to attract visitors by:
• Based upon distance from home, promotional campaigns could be tailored per travel
pattern, which might result in a higher return on investment.
• Short getaway users travelled an average of 141 miles from home; key cities within this range
could be targeted for promotional campaigns highlighting the importance of short getaways.
• Specific attractions and lodging packages could be developed to entice a 2–3-day visit.
• Marketing efforts oriented toward base campers should be directed at visitors interested in longer
vacations and who lived further away as base campers averaged 375 miles from home.
• Research show that international and domestic travelers, and in-state and out-of-state travelers
exhibited different travel behavioral patterns – differentiated promotion strategies
• International tourists covered a larger geographic area and visited larger, more well-known attractions,

• Domestic (out-of-state/first-time) visitors spent more time in the area visiting well-know attractions,
• In-state, repeat travelers visited smaller, niche attractions and destinations in the region.

Collaborative Marketing Recommendations to Build Destination and Enterprise Viability
• Studies show that spatial density and proximity between attractions are positively related
to their collective compatibility at the regional scale, and compatibility between individual
attractions at the local scale.
• Compatibility between individual attractions is positively related to product dissimilarity at
the local scale. Furthermore, thematic complementarity between attractions is also
positively related to compatibility at the local scale
• Compatibility with previous destination – cannot have ‘perceived similarity’;
• Use this to develop ‘market position’ for cluster, but have variety in each attraction - thematic
complementarity not similarity
• Use 1:4 Rule: 4 hours of experience for every hour of travel.
• Fixing by Mixing – combining experiences to meet customers’ needs and exceed customers’
expectations (at each attraction and with the overall cluster)
• All attractions must maintain the highest standard of operation
• (product/service, safety and emergency planning, hospitality and customer service, aesthetics, branding)

• Maps and Apps to provide infrastructure such as transportation routes, services offered, etc.

Collaborative Marketing Recommendations to Build Destination and Enterprise Viability
 Fostering a number of good quality themed events that are clustered in time and space
 Use uniform ‘BRANDING’ to create/reinforce cluster identity

 Staggered scheduling –schedule with other attractions to facilitate efficient group visits
 Seasonality – changing offerings or partners depending on seasonal offerings
 Partner for multi-generational, diverse activities - recreational, educational, social, sight-seeing
 Partnering with others to acquire products or services
 Cross promotion – trail maps and apps (shared coupons for partners; passport program for
chance at prize); joint promotional program to communicate the benefits and diverse
possibilities that may accrue to visitors
 Cooperatively marketing retails products - Pairing lists (wine, other liquor, cheese, meats, salt,
etc.)
 Differentiated Locality and Image through Regional Marketing - Share stories of region –
Capitalize on ‘flagship attractions’ to help position the region
 Some destinations lack support facilities and depend on symbiotic relationships with others to
provide needed services – supplementary entities

Collaborative Marketing Recommendations to Build Destination and
Enterprise Viability

• Choosing cluster partners and designing the duration of
stay at each destination based on offerings
• Packaging destinations would be accomplished most
efficiently by combining several destinations that differ in
characteristic (complementary and supplementary)
• This consideration is also important for agricultural service
providers in helping to determine the development of new
destinations.
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